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Abstract: The creative potential development should take place in line with the professional training, which has its main foundation at schools, universities and society. Knowing the profile of creative people becomes fundamental, since current researches indicate creativity as a skill that can be developed when stimulated. The paper aims to identify the creative profile of undergraduate students of the courses of Civil and Industrial Engineering of a Federal University and analyze their evolution during the academic formation. A structured questionnaire was administered to 382 students. Taking into account the proposed by Oech, whom classifies the creative person in Explorer, Artist, Judge and Warrior, we can conclude that students of these Engineering prevails the profiles Judge and Warrior. From the results, one considers the need to integrate in the pedagogical practices, curriculum and programs of disciplines, activities that encourage creative development for Explorer and Artist profiles, since the labor market and society demand for engineers with technical knowledge and creative skills that leverage innovations, with a high degree of novelty, in these organizations.
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1. Introduction

Face of technological changes, as evidenced in recent decades, the discussion on the concept of creativity and the factors that influence it was deepened, due to the importance of this skill for the process of innovation in organizations. However, this concept is complex and poorly known, as it is evident that creativity covers several aspects.

Alencar and Fleith (2008) consider that creativity is a complex and dynamic phenomenon that contributes to the expression of a person and can be influenced by the environment in which he finds himself, such as the socio-historical-cultural, educational institutions, the workplace, among others. However, the same factors that stimulate can also inhibit creativity, moreover, one cannot disregard the individual’s personality. In this context, according to the authors, the academia is one of the main factors that influence the formation and development of the creative profile. However, a college education still provides little to the expression of the ability to create and often neither encourage, nor constrain the development and expression of these skills.

Among the diverse courses offered by universities, engineering courses by their nature should include a set of potentially creative individuals. During the training of an engineer it should be noted the development of creative profile from the beginning to the end to analyze how academics factors can influence the process of its formation. Given the different types of creative profile that an individual may have and develop, this paper seeks, therefore, to answer the open-ended problem: “What is the profile of the creative students of Undergraduate Industrial Engineering and Civil Engineering at a Federal University?”.

According to David et al. (2011), higher education, compared to primary and secondary education, has been the focus of less research related to creativity. Therefore, this paper aims to understand the creative profile of undergraduate students of engineering courses in a Federal University based on the classification proposed by Roger Von Oech, due to it allows an easier identification of creative profiles, and examines whether there is a transformation process experienced by students during the academic.

To explore the discussion presented above, it follows the following sequence. Besides this section of introductory character, in the second section theoretical basis will be discusses, followed by the research method, analysis of the results obtained and, finally, the concluding remarks are reported.
2. Literature review

The current scenario of demand and market competition requires companies to renew in short periods of time. This fact goes against the more discussed topic today, which is innovation. For González et al. (2012), the innovation model known as Closed Innovation is being replaced by a new model called the Open Innovation. Adding external knowledge to internal knowledge provides value and competitive advantages for organizations that adopt this model of innovation.

However, to give support to the organization in planning of his new products, there is a need to rethink the company in its Product Development Process (PDP). According to Amaral and Rozenfeld (2001), the PDP can be greatly benefited with the knowledge management, and with that management, there is an important creative character that essentially depends on the skills and knowledge of each person. However, according to the authors, in order to that knowledge management to be carried out effectively, there are several other aspects that influence that, for example culture and capabilities that each person possesses, leading to study the individual and group creativity.

The literature indicated several factors inhibitors and enhancers of creativity (MARINHO et al., 2012). One of the most discussed is the environment in which the individual belongs, that regards the resources that are available, the organizational environment, welfare, and other aspects involved in the environment.

According to Marinho et al. (2012), the main stimulating factors are: suitable environment, cultural organization, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinairy, breaking patterns and open mind, confidence, motivation and autonomy. On the other hand, the inhibiting factors discussed in his research are: paradigms, conflicts, pressure to create, a high level of academic stress and tension in performing activities.

In a study conducted by Freire et al. (2012) were identified 24 major motivators factors of creativity in education addressed in academic work, the study is focused on early childhood education, but it is easily visible the similarities with the higher education. Among them it is pointed out: create a rich and diverse environment, encourage a reasonable independence; stimulate the production of ideas; induce the discovery learning and global understanding.

2.2. Study about the creative profile

The first studies about creativity regarded it as a gift brought from birth. In this perspective, a person was creative or not (GURGEL, 2006). In that way, studies about this subject for a significant period of time were straight by the vision of each author, for example, on spatio-temporal context and socioeconomic status (DAVID et al., 2011).

Amabile (2012) and Ritter, Van Baaren and Dijksterhuis (2012) believe that all people have the capacity to be creative, and one of the strategies used to foster creativity, encouraging individuals to generate a continuous flow of innovative ideas, is the application of creativity techniques. The use of techniques to encourage the pursuit of abstraction, the association, the escape from reality in order to contribute to increased generation of ideas and solutions to problems.

About the concept of creativity, Csikszentmihalyi (1999) states that the creative process is a systemic phenomenon, not an individual, which evolves according to the potential of the environment. This definition that creativity depends on the environment in which the individual belongs is still defended by many authors as Ferreira and Candeias (2007), Runco (2007) and Tremblay (2011).

2.1. Creative potential

However, the answer must be new and not just different. A meaningless speech from a schizophrenic person can be considered new, but few consider creative (AMABILE, 2012).

It is also known that creativity is a skill inherent in the individual and as a skill it is capable of development (ALENCAR; FLEITH, 2003). This ability to develop creativity is called creative potential. According to Oliveira (2010, p. 84) “creativity needs to be exercised with persistence, using existing techniques for this and thinking about strategies that assist in the development of creative potential.”

The literature indicated several factors inhibitors and enhancers of creativity (MARINHO et al., 2012). One of the most discussed is the environment in which the individual belongs, that regards the resources that are available, the organizational environment, welfare, and other aspects involved in the environment.

Amabile (2012) and Ritter, Van Baaren and Dijksterhuis (2012) believe that all people have the capacity to be creative, and one of the strategies used to foster creativity, encouraging individuals to generate a continuous flow of innovative ideas, is the application of creativity techniques. The use of techniques to encourage the pursuit of abstraction, the association, the escape from reality in order to contribute to increased generation of ideas and solutions to problems.

About the concept of creativity, Csikszentmihalyi (1999) states that the creative process is a systemic phenomenon, not an individual, which evolves according to the potential of the environment. This definition that creativity depends on the environment in which the individual belongs is still defended by many authors as Ferreira and Candeias (2007), Runco (2007) and Tremblay (2011).

2.1. Creative potential

Creativity is the production of a new and appropriate response, product or solution for a task that is open.
beyond the four cognitive characteristics of Torrance (1976) - fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration - Nine emotional characteristics: expression of emotions, fantasy, movement, unusual perspective, internal perspective, use of context, combinations, extension limits and expressive titles.

According to Oech (1994) the creative individual mind is flexible and has the ability to use different kinds of thinking when it is required form it. Moreover, the creative person is critical, rigorous, firm and determined. Based on these observed characteristics, he defined four roles to represent the creative process - Explorer, Artist, Judge and Warrior - different, each one with a specific way of thinking.

The role of the Explorer is to seek new things and venture into the unknown. A holistic view and diversity of information are essential in this role and have the expertise in just an area will function as an inhibiting factor for this profile.

To be an Artist, the individual must have the ability to transform information, standards and ideas of new things. To do it, they have to have a different look on things to see beyond what is exposed and always escape the routine and restrictions.

The Judge takes the critical position of the generated ideas. He will decide whether the idea should be put into practice or not and whether to make any changes. Therefore, the judge must be aware of the restrictions involved in that idea, but not very arresting in this activity so it does not be supercritical.

Once the Judge approves the idea, the role of the Warrior is to put it into practice and ensure its success. Furthermore, he will give feedback to the other characters if the idea still needs some change. For this, the warrior must be fearless and confident, and most importantly, have conviction in what is being proposed.

According to the author “[...] a striking deficiency in any one of them can spell trouble in sight.” (OECH, 1994, p. 147). In others words, for the materialization of a creative profile, it is necessary the balance of all the characters and know how to express them in the appropriate situation.

There are still other creative profile ratings as, for example, the Basandur (PINTO, 1996) which classifies the creative profile into four types: the Generator, the Conceptualizer, the Optimizer and the Implementer.

The first, the Generator, is an individual who absorbs knowledge of the environment where they live and learn from their experiences of life, using this knowledge to imagine different possibilities and thus speculate on new ideas. As for the Conceptualizer, he has a theoretical basis, which acquires knowledge through the definition of the problem, so he tends to synthesize facts and generate different hypotheses and theories. The Optimizer is someone who seeks practical solutions, organizing concrete implementation tactics and are by nature problem solvers. Finally, the Implementer, who acts in the finalization of the problem, gain knowledge through practical experience and it is the last stage of creative problem solving. This classification of creative profile suggested by the author shows similarity with the proposal by Oech.

3. Research method

The method used can be characterized regarding the goal as descriptive, because of the mention of the facts and by the detailed explanation do profile creative (MIGUEL, 2010). Considering the scientific approach, that classify in qualitative, quantitative and qualitative-quantitative (CRESWELL, 2010) this research approach is considered qualitative-quantitative, because of that was necessary the use of quantitative and qualitative techniques to obtain the research results.

Besides the above mentioned, the research presents an applied nature, according to Turrióni and Mello (2012), such a statement is validated by the fact that the research is characterized by having a practical profile.

At the beginning it was administered a literature review in order to understand more about the subject matter. To such review, met a search tools were used from the portal CAPES - Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de nível Superior - but also in other national and international portals. In these research bases it was inserted keywords of the article, such as “Criatividade”, “Potencial Criativo”, “Perfil Criativo”, “Formação Acadêmica” e “Graduação”, as well as their translations; “Creativity”, “Creative Potential”, “Creative Profile”, “Academic Formation” e “Graduation”.

Based on the book A Kick in the Seat of the Pants: Using Your Explorer, Artist, Judge, and Warrior to Be More Creative by the author Roger von Oech and in order to raise the creative profile in engineering courses, it was developed a questionnaire with ten questions in which each question had four alternatives that represented the four characters described by the author. The questionnaire was administered in a fair science, technology and culture promoted by the same university researched.

Against the result, changes were made to adapt, resulting in a total of seven questions, namely: (1) What characteristic below do you most identify? (2) In a group work you ...; (3) What would you do if you were lost in a forest with a group of friends ...; (4) In front of an idea you ...; (5) When you want to achieve a goal, what is your attitude?; (6) In your house you are asked for more ...; (7) You receive an offer to travel, then:.

This new setting was applied in a group to check the influence of the order of the alternatives. With the negative result, did not was changed the order. The redesigned questionnaire was administered to 382 undergraduate students in engineering of Technology Center of a Federal University. Under such conditions, from the analysis of
the data it was identified how he creative profile in these courses is.

4. The analysis of the data

The questionnaires were conducted during the first half of 2013 and reached 382 students at the Center of Technology in a Federal University, being 180 of Industrial Engineering course, 202 of Civil Engineering course, in a total of 392 and 615, respectively, of active students in each course.

For Industrial Engineering course the predominant profile in its undergraduates is the Judge, outlining around 40% of students in both periods investigated. As for Civil Engineering, the predominant feature in the first six periods is the Warrior, with about 51%, demonstrating the decay after two periods in favor of Judge, now with 59.9% of dominance.

4.1. Creative profile of students per course per semester

Forming a trend in the creative profile during the academic background of students, it will be presented in the following figures, the relationship between the students admission period with the overall percentage of each of the creative process characteristics represented by the characters: Explorer, Artist, Judge and Warrior.

Looking at Figure 1, it is observed that the eight periods analyzed for the Industrial Engineering course, the profile named as the Judge show the most present characteristic. Thus, it can be noticed in accordance with the curriculum of the course that students stop having technological disciplines to have disciplines focused on the human factor and managers, so conditioning their thoughts to take better decisions. However, the profile called Artist is less influential since the stimulus of innovation is not encouraged, using only standard formulas and conditioning them to think in a standardized manner.

Examining the Figure 2 in the same periods, it is noticeable that the Artist is again the characteristic less present in the students during their training for the same reasons as above. However, unlike the Industrial Engineering course, the predominant characteristic is known as the Warrior since the students are trained to implement already developed techniques.

From the processing data, it been observed that in many cases there were undergraduates who had more of one creative profile. Therefore, it was necessary to relate the quantities of multiple profiles presented in each course and compare them with the total amount of simple profiles, which can be seen in Table 1.

When analyzing the data, it was observed that there is a small percentage of students who have multiple profiles compared to total sample. Besides the above mentioned, it can be seen that there is often a need for teamwork, during the period of graduation, so that the creative process can be developed more efficiently. Under such conditions, the non-development of the plurality of profiles during graduation may end up damaging the future career of the students.

4.2. Comparing the creative profile surveyed at the Engineerings

In order to explore the surveyed values, it was developed the Figure 3, which shows that the evolutionary trend of the two studied Engineerings creative. Considering the above, one can see that the Warrior and Judge profiles, referring to the final features of the creative process are the ones that are most predominant among them. However, there is an increase in the participation of the Judge in the final semesters of training since the maturity acquired during the graduation period gives students a greater critical sense.
As discussed earlier in Figures 1 and 2, and as can be seen in Figure 3, the Artist profile is still the least important among the students surveyed. In this context, we can say that the pedagogical approaches adopted by teachers in the surveyed courses generally did not stimulate the breakdown of paradigms, so that during the academic carrier it remains practically constant. In front this reality, finally we have the profile Explorer which presents constant around 20% during the graduation courses.

5. Final considerations and recommendations

Creativity is a widely discussed topic and it has gained importance in recent years, mainly as regards to the profile of creativity developed by people during the lifetime. In the current scientific-technical era, creative professionals, who are able to generate ideas and most effective solutions to innovate in the creation of products and processes, are increasingly required. Therefore, understanding the creative development of an individual is becoming increasingly important to suit this market which is constantly changing.

Education institutions have a crucial role in the construction of the creative profile of a future professional. Thus, the discovery of the student’s creative profile can be used in a way that facilitates the detection of strategic points to work the potential developing and creative profile that each individual carries.

However, from the research conducted in a Federal University, it was observed that the obtained data in the courses of Industrial Engineering and Civil Engineering is still difficult to find and prepare professionals who are able to interpret harmonically all profiles proposed by Oech. However, it must be taken into account that the curriculum and pedagogical approaches adopted by the professors, directly affect this development, being it positive or negative. However, the study suffered some limitations during the questionnaires application because some classes of the surveyed courses had few students and some professors were not favorable for implementation.

Nevertheless, despite the limitations, it was observed that the study brought a greater insight into the student’s creative profile of the courses of Industrial Engineering and Civil Engineering.

In addition to providing an analysis of the evolution of creative profiles during the training period, it enabled the discovery that it is necessary to reflect on academic education - curriculum, content of offered components and pedagogical approach of teaching - to provide a stimulus to the development of creative potential and develop them in a more harmonious way, so it attends the new requirements of the market.

Taking into account the issues raised, it is possible to envision future work on issues related to the creative potential of teachers, such as: what the role of teachers in developing the creative potential of the students is; what the pedagogical practices that enable the development of technical skills while developing the creative ability of students are; as teachers assess the creative profile of their students; as students assess the creative profile of their teachers; what the predominant profile of teachers is, and how it influences the approach applied in the classroom. There are some thoughts that were concluded in this study as concern that the labor market increasingly demands from engineers with high technical knowledge mutually with creative skills.
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